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Introduction
Software Overview
EndoSim is divided into several distinct parts. Most notably it consists of a database server
and a user client application. The reason for having this design is that a common usage of
EndoSim is a multi-station
station setup where we have several systems running the EndoSim client
application.
EndoSim Server
EndoSim uses the Microsoft SQL server software to create and store all its data. The
database or EndoSim Server is always installed toget
together with EndoSim.. If you have several
stations the clients are then setup to access the same EndoSim Server. Refer to installation
instructions on how to do this. The EndoSim Server starts automatically when you turn on
the computer so the user does not ne
need to manually start it.
Server Administration
The Server Administration tool allows you to add, remove or alter teacher information. The
tool also allows you to backup and restore your databases, for example; if your database
stops working, if important information
nformation in the database is accidentally erased or if you
simply wish to move databases to another EndoSim Server.
Teacher mode
The Teacher mode is used to create and manage all students, groups and courses. The data
that is created is then retrieved whe
when
n the students login to the system. You can also retrieve
and analyze the scores and performance of the students. Further examination of the data is
made possible by exporting into Microsoft Excel.
Student mode
When you login with a student account you will
will enter the Student mode of the application
where the systematic training takes place. The student can select from the courses that are
currently assigned to her. When a course has been selected for training the schedule can be
seen and a specific task can
n be selected. The task is then started and after completion a
result page is shown. Depending on the requirement settings the student can pass or fail the
task. If the student fails to fulfill the requirements she can easily try again.
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Quickstart Guide for Teachers
This section contains a brief introduction to the common tasks within the teacher mode.
Refer to the full documentation of each feature for all details.

Starting EndoSim and logging in with a Teacher account

on on the desktop, or use the windows Start menu.
Double click on the EndoSim icon
Use your credentials when the login screen appears. If it is the first time you use the system,
log in with the default user teacher and the default password teacher.
EndoSim Teacher View
The first page is EndoSim teacher View home page. From here you can always go to any of
the 5 choices below: Student, Course, Statistics, Survey, or Certificate. Each page is always
accessible via the tabs on the top as well.

Student
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Create Students, Create Groups. Edit students and groups. Assign students to courses and
groups. Create and edit teachers. Assign teachers to courses and groups.

Course
Create and edit courses.

Statistics
View statistics on student or courses.

Survey
Create and edit surveys.

Certificate
Create student certificates.
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EndoSim Teacher View – Student
In EndoSim Teacher View - Student you create and edit students,
students, and arrange them into
groups.

Creating a single student
To create a new student, make sure that the tab “Students” is active.
Then click on the button “Create
Create new student
student”” located at the top right of the window.

Fill in this form and press “OK”” to create the student.
In this example the student will login as ““PA”.
The student will be able to change the name, birth date and password but will not be able to
see the comment field, which is only available for the teacher.
Creating multiple students in one go
To create multiple students in one go, click the same button “Create
“
new student
ent”:
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Ad a standard login name,, like in the example above, and enter the number of students
desired. In this example we will create 17 students that will get the login
names:stud_course_X01 up to stud_courseX17. This functionality is to prefer when you need
to create a lot of students in an efficient manner. This has the side effect that the created
students will not have any passwords set. You can tell the users to set their own passwords
and to fill in their names the first time they login. When you create
create multiple students the
detailed settings will be disabled.
How to Use Groups in EndoSim
A group in EndoSim is an easy way to assign courses to several students at the same time.
Creating a group
In In EndoSim Teacher View - Student make sure that the “Groups”” tab is selected.
Then click on the “Create
Create a new group”
group” button located at the top right of the window.

In this example a group is created called “Group for Course X”.
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Assign
In EndoSim Teacher View – Student you can assign our student to groups or courses.
Assigning students to a group
First make sure that the “Groups
Groups” tab is selected. Then select the group that you want the
assign the students to.

Assign students”
students located at the right of the window.
Press the button “Assign

Select the students you want to assign to the group and press the “Add”
“
” button located at
the middle of the screen. When you have added the students to the group confirm your
changes by pressing the “Finish”” button.
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Assigning Courses to a Group
Before the users can start the training in our example we need to specify what courses that
the group of students in “Group for Course X” should attend.
Under the tab “Group”, select the group that you want to assign courses to.
Press the button “Assign
Assign Courses”
Courses button located at the middle of the screen.

Select the courses that your participants should attend and press the “Add”button
“
”button and
finally confirm your changes by pressing the “Finish”
“
button.

In our example we assign one course to “Group for Course X”; “Endoscopy
Endoscopy Basics
Basics”.
Now, reaching this point, 10 students in our group are ready to begin the training!
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Quickstart Guide for Students
Starting EndoSim

Double click on the EndoSim icon on the desktop, or use the windows Start menu.
Log in
To be able to start the training, the student
needs a login and password from aan
EndoSim administrator. Alternatively – if the
Up button is available – you can create your
own EndoSim ID easily.

Sign

How to edit your personal data
When you are logged in as a student or teacher you can edit your personal data by selecting
“User/Change
User/Change My Personal Data…
Data…” located at the top left part of the window.

When you are finished editing conf
confirm the changes by pressing the “OK”” button.
How to change your password
To change the password select “User/Change
User/Change My Password…
Password…”” located at the top left part of
the window. It is considered a good habit to make sure that other users can’t login under
your name.
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Enter the old password on the first row, leave it empty if you do not have any password, and
provide the new password on the second row.
You have to confirm your new password on the third row to make sure you have not
misspelled it.
Note that passwords
asswords are case sensitive in EndoSim which means “my password” and “MY
PASSWORD” will be two different passwords.
When you have entered your new secure password confirm your changes by pressing the
“OK” button.

How to start your training
1) Log in to EndoSim Student View
2) Press the course header button in the upper left corner and select the course you are
about to train from. In our case, there is only one course available for our student:

3) Select a task.
4) Read the exercise description if you are not familiar
familiar with the exercise. Select an
exercise and press the Didactics tab to view the Objective and the procedure of the
exercise. Browse between pages by using the
Previous

and Next

buttons.
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5) Press the Instructions tab to get helpful instructions on the exercise procedure.

6) Press the button “Start”” located at the bottom left part of the window.

Note that you have a status on the different tasks you are about to undertake.
“Open”” means that you can start and train the exercise.
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“Locked” means
ans that you need to complete the prior exercises before you can start.
As you progress in your training more exercises will open up.
Results
After the exercise you will get directed to the Results page. By selecting the score graph you
display the result from different sessions. In the example be
below
low the latest try of Visualize
Colon has been selected and we can see the results from this particular session.
By selecting a Parameter you can see the detailed information of that parameter in the
Detail Information to the right.
By pressing the Play Video button you can see the recorded video from the selected exercise
session. This requires that the record movie option was activated during that sess
session.

Statistics
In the Statistics tab you can choose to view each or all parameters of the exercise for a
longer time period.
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Starting EndoSim
First make sure that the EndoSim system has been installed properly. More information on
installing EndoSim
m is on the installation USB stick.
stick. After a successful installation of EndoSim
you will have one icon on your windows desktop, this is the fastest and easiest way to start
EndoSim.. There is also a Surgical Science option on the Start menu from which you ca
can start
EndoSim as well. The image below shows the EndoSim icon.

Double click the icon to start the EndoSim System.

Logging in as a EndoSim Teacher
In order to administrate EndoSim you need to have a username and a password with teacher
access. EndoSim comes with a default teacher user with the username teacher and the
password teacher.

Enter your login name in the EndoSim ID field, and your password into the Password field.
Press the Sign In button to log on to the system.
Closing EndoSim
In order to close down EndoSim and log off from the database just press the Close icon in the
window title bar. All data is automatically stored in the database so there is no need to do
any extra saving of your work. Alternatively you can press the logout button which will bring
you back to the login screen again.
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Toolbar
At the top of the window is a toolbar that contains information and some common actions
not associated with students, groups or courses. See the figure below for an example of the
toolbar.

The six options will be described in detail in the sections below.

User
Changing My Personal Data…
Allows the logged in user to change the full name.

Change My Password…
Allows the logged in user to change the password.

Switch to Student View!
If you assign courses to yourself as a teacher you can use this feature to login to the student
page. Note that once you have done so you need to log out properly and log in as usual to
get back to the teacher mode.
Settings…
This brings up the Program Settings
ngs window which contains several tabs related to different
setting categories.
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Use the Monitors tab to adjust the setting when using the side touch panel.

Multiple monitors:
When using more than 1 monitor you can control what monitor should run the graphical
user interface (GUI) and what monitor should run the simulation. If you run EndoSim on the
standard platform using a side touch 10” panel, you can specify its settings here.
In the Graphics tab, different graphics options can be toggled and the rendering resolution
can be specified.

Deselecting graphics effects will improve performance but reduce the graphics quality. Some
of the effects, like soft shadows and HDR
HDR-rendering, may not be supported
upported on older graphics
cards. You will not get these effects until you have installed a new graphics card that
supports them.
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In the Sound tab you can control the following properties:

If you un-check the tickbox “Use
Use sound in simulation”,
simulation it will be all quiet during exercises.

In the Video tab you can control the following properties:

Use video recording: This turns on or off the simulation video recording.
Store video recording:: This enables you to save videos for all simulation runs. You can
review all simulation runs done since this option was activated.
Custom video storage path:: The storage is set by default to save under My
Document/EndoSim/Recording.
/Recording. You can choose to set another location and increase or
decrease the storage size. After the
t maximum file storage has been reach, EndoSim will
automatic delete the oldest recordings to make room for the latest one.

In the Student View tab you can disable or enable different user interface components of
the student mode.
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Enable didactics pages: Disabling this will remove the introduction page for all tasks in the
student mode.
Enable instruction pages: Disabling this will remove the instruction page for all tasks in the
student mode.
Allow sign up: By default EndoSim allows users to sign up forr student accounts by
themselves. The created student accounts will be assigned to a group called “AutoSignUp”
and all courses assigned to this group will be available.
Allow Demo mode:: Disabling this will remove the Demo button from the login page.
Show more settings in Demo mode
mode:: Disabling this will limit the Program Settings for
Demo users.
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In the SimCapture® tab you can configure a connection to SimCapture® by B-Line
Line Medical, for
recording, debriefing, and assessment
sessment of simulation sessions – a third party service. For
more info, see: http://www.blinemedical.com/simcaptureoverview.aspx.
http://www.blinemedical.com/simcaptureoverview.aspx
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Input Devices…
This will display the hardware interface devices connected to the computer. If you have
several devices available on the list you can pick which one to use as input device.
Licenses…
Will show you what kind of licensing you have. If you have timed licenses that have expired
or invalid licenses, they
hey will be displayed with red text. See below for an example.

The list contains all modules in the system for which the HASP contains a license. Plug in
your HASP and press Refresh License List to read the data into the dialog. The lists columns
displays all license information of each module:
• Module Name: The name of the module.
• License Type: The type of license for the module:
o Permanent – A perpetual non limited license.
o Time Limited – The module is open until a certain date.
• License Status: The details
ils about the selected modules license, for example an expiry
date for a time limited module.
If you need to update expired licenses or have purchased additional modules please refer to
the Appendix: Upgrading Licences.
Help
Selecting this will display an about dialog that displays miscellaneous information about the
installed EndoSim system.
Logout
Clicking the logout button will bring you back to the login page. If you click the top right
windows close icon you will shut down EndoSim and not get to the login
ogin screen.
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Students
All administration of students, including creating accounts, editing, and removing of them, is
done from within the EndoSim Teacher View – Student window.

At the middle of the screen there are a number of buttons.
Create a new student, Edit a student and Delete Student correspond to the action of
creating, changing and removing student from the database.
Assign courses, Assign groups correspond to assigning courses and groups to selected
student.
By pressing the Student, Group or Maintenance Tab in the EndoSim Teacher View – Student
window you can create and edit them respectively.

Automatic Sign Up
Automatic student sign up in EndoSim allows the students to create their own accounts from
the login screen. When a new student arrives to the computer they will create their own
login name and fill in their personal details they will then be assigned to the group
“AutoSignUp”” automatically. If you add courses to this group prior to them singing up they
will have the courses
ourses available for training as soon as they log in without further intervention
from your side.
Creating a Student
In Teacher view – Student press Create a New student button at the top of the window; this
brings up the follow dialog;
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Enter the information
mation you have about the student into the dialog window. The only required
information is the Login Name field which must contain a unique login name for the student.
This login name is later used by the student to log on the EndoSim Student application
before
efore starting a practice session.
The password can be left blank; the student can afterwards change this into something more
secure from within the EndoSim Student application. As a teacher you will never need the
student’s password in order to access any
any result or other data the student has generated.
Below is an example of a Student Data dialog where all fields have been filled in.

Pressing OK will add the student to the list of Available students.
Note that the Comments field will not be visible to the student.
Editing a Student
If you wish to change or add information to a student that already exists in the database you
simple select the student you wish to change in the available students list;
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Then press the Edit a student-button
button at the top of the window, the edit student dialog will
appear.

Now you can change all fields and then commit the changes by pressing OK.

Deleting a Student
It is almost never necessary to remove a student from the database due to space constraints
but it might be a good idea to remove inactive students from the view if not only for a
clearer view.
Select the student from the available students list; you can also multi select students by
holding down the Shift or the Ctrl key when clicking
click on the students.
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Press the Delete button at the bottom of the window.

A warning dialog appears. Please note that removing a student causes all old results and
data generated by that student to be removed from the database making it impossible tto
later retrieve their result in the Statistics or Excel export.
export
Press Yes to confirm the deletion.
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Assigning a Student to a Group
When you have created your students it is possible to assign them to an existing group
directly from within the Students ttab.
ab. Select the student you wish to assign a group to from
the available students list, then press the Assign groups button in the lower part of the
window. The following window will appear:

On the left you can see the groups in the system that the stud
student
ent does not belong to select a
group from the list and press the Add button in the center. This will move the group over to
the right hand side as shown in the picture below.

To confirm your changes press Finish.
Finish The student will now belong to Group for Course X.
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Assigning a Student to a Course
In the Student tab you can assign the students to an existing course. Select a student from
the available students list and press the Assign courses button. The following window will
appear:

Select a course from the left side of available courses and press the Add button to move it to
the Active courses list. To remove a course assignment select the course on the right side
and press the Remove button to put it back into the Available courses list.

Press Finish to confirm your changes.
changes
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Groups
Creating and using groups within EndoSim is very important in order to get the most use out
of the system. The group concept is used to easily assign courses and perform evaluation on
any number of students.
Allll management of groups is done from the Groups tab. The Groups tab is very similar to the
Students tab in that it has a list of the available groups on the left, to the right of the list you
will find buttons which allows you to create, edit and delete groups
groups from the database. On
the right hand side you can see detailed information about the current selected group.
Assign Courses and Assign students buttons assigns students and courses to the group
respectively. See the image below for an example of the Groups
G
tab.
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Creating a Group
To create a new group, select the Groups tab and press the Create a new group button
located at the top center. The following dialog appears.

Fill in the Name and an optional Comment about the group you are about to crea
create. Press
Create when you are finished to add the group to the database. The group appears in the
available groups list:
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Editing a Group
To change the name or the comment of a group you select the group and press the Edit a
group button. A dialog appearss that allows you to change the Name and Comment fields:

Make ypur changes to the group and press OK to commit those into the database. The group
now appears in the available groups list with the changes applied.

Removing a Group
Removing a group is done by selecting the group from the list of available groups on the
Groups tab page and pressing the Delete group button. An information and confirmation
dialog appears where you must confirm the changes. Confirm the changes by pressing the
Yes button.

When a group is removed, only the group itself will be removed. Students currently assigned
to the group will nott be deleted. All courses assigned to students through a group will
remain assigned.
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Adding Students to a Group
To add or remove students from a group select the group from the available Groups list in
the Groups tab. Press the Assign students button, this
is will bring up the following dialog.

On the left hand side the list named Available students contains all the students currently
available for assignment to the selected group. Select the students you wish to make
members of the group and press the Add button between the lists. The students will be
removed from the left list and added to the right list. If you add a student into a group the
student will be assigned to the courses that the group already is assigned to as well.
Press Finish to update the database.

Removing Students from a Group
Removing students from the list is
i done in the corresponding way: select them from the list
on the right hand side and press the Remove button to remove them and place them into
the list of available students. Note that the
t addition/removal of a student to/from
/from a group
also changes the course assignment of the student. If you remove a student from a group
that is assigned to a course, that course will be removed from the student as well
Press Finish to commit your
our changes to the database.
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Assigning Course to a Group
From the Groups tab it is also possible to directly assign courses to a group. This means that
all students that are or will be assigned to the group will be assigned the group’
group’s courses.
Select the group you wish to assign courses to from the Available Groups list, then press the
Assign courses button to the right. The button will bring up the following dialog:

On the left hand side all courses that are available in the system are listed.
listed. Select the courses
you wish to assign and then press the Add button to Assigned the courses. The selected
courses will now be shown in the assigned courses list. Press Finish to commit your changes
into the database.
Removing Courses from a Group
In the same menu as above, “Assign
Assign Courses”,
Courses”, you can also do the opposite: select any
active course, and click Remove to cancel all students in the group from this particular
course.
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Courses
The management of courses within EndoSim is done from the course
se view. Press on Course
button on the start page to open the Course view.

The layout is very similar to that of the student and group tab. To the right are several
buttons related to course management and design. The buttons are described in detail in the
paragraphs that follow.
Creating a new course
There is a Course Wizard which guides you through the steps of creating a new course and
editing an existing course. Click the New button to bring up the Course Wizard dialog.
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Prof EndoSim will guide you through the design process by giving you useful tips and hints
and tell you what you must do and what you cannot do.
The information field on the bottom of the dialog contains a brief explanation about the
purpose of the current step in the
th wizard.
In the first step you are required to configure some basic properties for the course. In the
next step you are asked to design you course schedule from available modules and in the
third and last step you are asked to configure the Scenario Configuration and Metrics
Configuration for each of the tasks in your schedule.
In the New-mode
mode you are required to get to the final step before you can press Finish to save
the course. In the Edit-mode
mode however, you can press Finish to save the course at any stage.

Basic Settings
In the first step you are asked to fill out some basic information about the course and set
some properties which will control how the course will be used by the students.
Fill in a Name and an optional Comment for the course. The Name field is mandatory, which
is indicated by the asterisk on the right end of the field.
The Ownership property has two options:
• Public – The course is available for editing and use to all other teachers in the system.
• Private – The course is available
availab in the list to clone but the other teachers will not be able
to edit the schedule or apply any changes to the course.
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Add Tasks
A course schedule consists of blocks, each containing tasks. When creating a new course you
will see a Training block and an Exam block already added to your empty schedule. You can
then add more blocks by pressing the Add Block button.
Blocks are arranged in such a way that every Training block will be followed by an Exam
block.. When rearranging the blocks with the mouse the type
type of the blocks will change so
that every other block is a Training block and between them are Exam blocks.. The same
happens when you toggle the type of a button without moving it or if you remove a block.
The difference between a Training and an Exam block is that a task in a Training block can
have requirements but the student will be able to try it as many times as he likes and even
fail an unlimited number of times.
A task in an Exam block on the other hand has a limited number of tries available to the
student and if he stills fails to reach the requirements within that number of tries he will fail
the entire course.

Tasks are added to your schedule by dragging them to the corresponding block. If no block
exist in the schedule already, a Training block will automatically be added. You can drag
individual tasks to blocks in your course schedule or you can drag a whole package to a
block.
In the next group of controls you can select whether blocks must be completed in sequence
and whether tasks must be completed in sequence within each block.
If you allow continued training, the student will be able to retake the course as many times
as he/she desires.
If Sort results by weight is enabled, result parameters for all tasks in the schedule will
appear sorted
orted by weight in all result tables and statistics tables such that parameters
weighted higher than others appear on the top of the list while parameters with low weights
appear on the bottom. Thus if the teacher decides that time is the least important ffactor in
the score evaluation, that parameter will appear on the bottom of the list. This will handle
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the probability that the student tries to optimize the first parameter he sees in the result
table.
When Sort results by weight is disabled (default), result
result parameters will be arranged by
category.
The wizard also allows you to rearrange blocks and tasks in your schedule by simple drag and
drop operations. Delete a block by pressing the Remove button.
If a module or a package in the Available Modules list is grayed out it means you cannot add
it to the course schedule due to one of the following reasons:
•

You don’t own the license for the module/package (please first check that the hasp is
properly inserted).

•

The module or the modules in the package are
ar not installed.

•

The module or the modules in the package are installed but not up to date.

In the absence of a valid license, a padlock-icon
padlock icon will appear beside that module (see figure
above).

When selecting a block or a task in the Course Schedule, the selection
election area to the right will
enable you to change the properties of the selected block or task. Upon selecting a block,
you will be able to make it an exam type or a training type. When selecting a task you will be
able to set the name (mandatory) and enter
enter a comment for the task. When a selected task is
located in an exam block you will also be able to control how many times a student is
allowed to try the task.
To rename a task, select the exercise in Course Schedule and to the right, in Task Details
rename
ename your exercise. The names of the block nodes cannot be altered.
The Try button will start a simulation with the selected task. This way, you can try a task to
check that you have selected the correct task for your schedule or validate the behavior or
scoring for a task in the last step.

Configure Tasks
In the last step of the course designer wizard you can select tasks in your schedule and
configure them. There are two types of configurations: Scenario Configuration and Metrics
Configuration. Scenario Configuration governs the behavior of the task during simulation
and the Metrics Configuration is used to set the scoring for the task after a completed
simulation session.

To configure the Scenario Configuration for a task press the Configure button in the
Scenario Configuration. The same applies for configuring the Metrics Configuration.
Configuration
To reset the current configurations press the Reset key inside Scenario Configuration. The
same applies for resetting the Metrics Configuration.
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If you have issued a Try operation, the score and status for the task will automatically be
updated each time you configure the Metrics Configuration for that task. If you configure the
Scenario Configuration for the task, or reset it,, the results will be cleared and you need to
issue another Try operation to get a new test score. The reason for this being that the
previous score does not apply to the current Scenario Configuration settings if they are
changed.

We select the Button Handling task and press the Configuration button in the Scenario
Configuration group, this opens up the configuration screen for the selected task.
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The dialog varies between the different tasks; please refer to the documentation for each
task in orderr to find out what kind of options you have. In this example we can change the
number of targets to appear on the screen, as well as the speed and curvature of the cavity.
For randomization of target appearance, Random Sequence should be set to “0”.
Metrics Configuration:
We can also configure the feedback metrics
m
for a task; this is done by pressing the Configure
button in the Metrics Configuration group. The Metrics Configuration editor enables you to
both set the requirement limits for each parameter
parameter and set the weight for that parameter.
These tasks can be performed by a few simple mouse operations.
The parameter score is 100% when between the Opt. Min. and Opt. Max. limits and if below
the Min. limit or above the Max. limit, it is 0%. The Final Score is then calculated by adding
up each of the parameter scores with their corresponding weights.
In the Metrics Configuration editor dialog for “Upper GI Module, Probing” we see the
current settings (scrolling needed to see all):
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The list of parameters
eters contains several columns:
columns
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Result Parameter: The
he name of the parameter.
Status: This can be one of the following:
o Enabled – The requirement is used to calculate Pass / Fail.
o Visible – Shows on result page but is not enabled.
o Hidden – Does not show in result page and is also disabled.
Min.: The minimum acceptable value for this parameter.
Opt. Min.: The minimal value of the optimal range. (see below)
Opt. Max.: The maximal value of the optimal range. (see below)
Max.: The maximal value
ue that is accepted as a Pass.
Last Value: If the teacher has pressed the Try button the results from that session
show up here.
Score (%): The parameter score calculated from the Last Value using the currently set
requirements for that parameter.
Weight (%): This weight in percent determines how much the result on this specific
parameter should affect the Overall Score. (see below)

An example: Let us assume that we want
want to place a requirement on “Stomach visualized, i.e.
how much of the mucosal surface in the ventricle that has been inspected (%). We set the
following values:
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This means that the result value must be within the range 95 to 100 % to get a Passed status.
The optimal range is 98 to 100 %. A value of 96 would yield a lower score than a value of 99
because it is not within optimum. The weight has been set to 7% by default, meaning that 7
% of the overall score now depends on the Stomach Visualization result. (This is simply
because 100% divided into the total
otal number of parameters, 14, makes it 7% each).
When Enabled requirement is checked, it means that it is used in the score calculation and
will be visible in the result page.
When Visible is checked, the parameter will show up on the result page after a concluded
simulation; however the parameter will not be used to calculate the total score.
When Hidden is checked, the parameter will be disable and not visible in the result page.
The Optimum Min and Optimum Max limits can be set either by enter the values in directly
in the textboxes or by using the arrows next to the textboxes.
Once any of the four score function limits have been altered, the Final Score value will
instantly be updated. The final score is the weighted sum of the score values in tthe Score (%)
column of the result parameters list.

The weight is altered by dragging the sliders left or right.

When you press the Reset Weight button, all weights will be reverted to their default values,
100%
which is a state where they are uniformly distributed. I.e. each weight has a value of
,
N
where N is the total number of parameters in the list.
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In the presence of test values in the editor, altering the weight or requirement limits of a
parameter will instantly update the Final Score.
Each task has a unique set of result parameters as well as some common ones so refer to the
documentation for each task to get the details.
When satisfied press OK.
You can now try this configuration by pressing the Try button (if you have not done this
already), this will start the task with the current Scenario Configuration and Metrics
Configuration you have just defined. The score in the Wizard will now change every time you
update the Metrics Configuration for the task.
task. This is a good way for finding reasonable
requirement values to start out with.

Finish
When you press finish the course will be saved. If your schedule contains tasks which rely on
outdated/uninstalled modules, you will be prompted to upgrade these tasks.
tasks. The upgrade
operation creates a copy of each outdated task with the difference that they rely on current
modules.
You can decide if you wish to upgrade all tasks in a row, if you wish to upgrade tasks one by
one or if you wish to skip this step. You can always perform the upgrading at a later time.
Please note that you cannot configure an outdated task until you have upgraded it.
Therefore you first need to Edit the course, press Finish and select “Yes”” on all upgrade
messages and then reopen the course
cour once again.

Editing a course
Edit a course by pressing the Edit button. Editing a course works in the exact same way as
creating a course with the difference that you can press the Finish button at any time in the
process.
When you edit a course that has course session attached to it you will be notified about the
risks involved in editing that course:

You will not get this warning when you attempt to edit a freshly added course.
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Deleting a course
To delete a course, select the course from the list
lis and press the Delete button. You will get
the same warning message as edit a course.
Note that all course history and any results generated by students will be removed from the
system when you delete the course. Press Yes to confirm the changes.
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Importing a course
EndoSim can export and import courses that the users have created; this is a good way to
share courses for a multi-center
center study or maybe for multiple users within the same hospital.
To import a course into EndoSim press the Import button, a file dialog will appear.

Browse to where you have saved your courses, select the file and press Open.. If you have
more than 1 course you which to import you can multi select courses and import all at once.
After EndoSim has loaded the file you should see the following dialog.

Press Yes to import the data into the system.

Press OK to confirm the import.
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Exporting a course
To export a course from EndoSim press the Export button, a file dialog will appear.

Enter a file name and press Save to export the course to that file.

Cloning a Course
The Clone button creates a perfect copy of the selected course in the list. This can be used to
modify copies of other teacher’s courses for your own use.
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Statistics
All of the results generated within EndoSim are stored in the database and can be retrieved
by the teacher to monitor the progress of the students. The Statistics Window contains
functionality for efficiently viewing the database of results. Press the Statistics button from
within the EndoSim – Teacher application. See the figure below.

The two tabs Courses and Students give different views for accessing the results. Which tab
is more effective depends on if you want to monitor a single students progress on all courses
he / she is assigned to or if you want to examine the progress for all students assigned to a
specific course.
Student Statistics Tab
This mode is the most convenient when following up on a specific students progress. Select
the Student tab from within the Statistics window. The figure below shows an example of a
very simple database.

In this case we only have a few students in the database but if we would have several
hundred it is a good idea to use the Students filtered by group: function to only show the
students who are members of the group you have selected in the drop down menu. The
default is to show All Students. The Course Sessions list contains all the course sessions for
the selected user. Select a course session and the Session results list will be filled in with
details about each task in the course. Select a task for which the student has generated a
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result. If there are no results for the selected task you cannot view any data. Press the
Detailed Statistics… button to bring up the regular graph of the results for each metric.

Course Statistics Tab
If we want to monitor the progress for all students assigned to a specific course we should
switch to the Course tab:

Select the course you want to examine from the list of Courses. Select the student you are
interested in from the Students in course filtered by group: list. If you have many students
assigned to the course it is easier to filter out the ones you are interested
interested in by selecting
their group from the drop down filter menu.
The Task Schedule shows a list of all the tasks in the selected course with general user
statistics.
Select the student and the course schedule is shown in the Session Results list. Select a
specific task and press the Detailed Statistics… button to see the graph of the different
metrics measured by that task.

Detailed Statistics Analysis
If you want to analyze the data in more detail it is suggested that you export the data into
Excel and perhaps to a statistical analysis program from there. Details about the exporting
can be found in the Data chapter of this user guide.
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Certificate
EndoSim has the functionality to print out certificates for the students taking part in a
course. This functionality
nctionality is found on the Certificates window within the EndoSim – Teacher
application. See the figure below.

The certificate contains several different fields into which you can enter information about
the course supervisor the site for the course and
and titles that will be printed on the certificate.
Below is an example of a form that has been filled in with some example data.

Make sure to press Refresh Preview to see your changes.

When selecting a student from the list of available students and press
pressing the Refresh
Preview button the preview of the certificate will be updated in the window. When satisfied
with the overall look press the Print report button at the top of the certificate preview
window to get a standard Print dialog and send it to your printer.
There are three different certificate types:
•

Normal – No courses or exercises will be listed.

•

Summary – The certificate will contain a summary of the courses the student is
assigned to. The status can be Active, Completed or Failed.

•

Detailed – For this type it is required to select a specific course that will be shown on
the certificate. Each task in the selected course will be shown on the certificate
together with the number of tries and the status of the task.
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The Save Certificate button saves the certificate as an XML file, opened easily again within
Endosim. Also, note the taskbar right above the preview field, where you can print and save
in PDF format!
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Maintenance
The maintenance tab can be found in EndoSim Teacher Student window.
ndow. The maintenance
tab contains functionality that allows you to export data from the currently open database
into an Excel spreadsheet. You can also add new teachers to your database. The image
below shows the Maintenance tab.

Creating a Teacher Login
By default there is one teacher level account in EndoSim called “teacher” the password for
this account on a new installation is “teacher”. If there are several persons that want to
design courses, create students and groups, it is a good idea to create a separate teacher
account for each person.
To create a new teacher press the Create a New Teacher button located in the top right
region of the Maintenance window. This will bring up a dialog where you can fill in the login
name and the details about the new teacher:
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To edit a teacher press the Edit a teacher
teac
button and a similar dialog window will appear.
Delete a teacher.
You are not allowed to delete a teacher within EndoSim.. To remove a teacher, go to the
EndoSim Server administration tool. Connect to your database and check Show Advanced
Actions.

Exporting Data to Excel
If you are performing a study or advanced scoring it is a good idea to do the data analysis in
another program such as Excel which is more suitable to that task. EndoSim supports writing
Excel files directly from within the EndoSim – Teacher application.
On the Maintenance tab in the lower right there is a button called Export Database… if
pressed it brings up a dialog which is shown in the image below.
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The dialog contains several different options for exporting the data. The setting selected as
default is Entire Database this option exports all results contained in the database into a
single Excel file. This works fine if you have a small database but if you want to extract parts
of the database it is easier to select one of the other settings.
•

Entire Database – Exports all results in the database to a single file.

•

Selected Courses – Exports all results generated by exercises in the selected courses.

•

Selected Groups – Exports all results generated by students who are members in the
selected groups. Note that this is irrespective of what course they are assigned to.

•

Time Interval – Exports all results generated between From and To for all courses
and all groups.
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Appendix: Upgrading Licenses

Introduction
EndoSim contains a very flexible and powerful licensing system. With your EndoSim
installation you have received a hardware copy protection key, in this document we will
refer to it as the HASP which is th
thee model name for the key. The HASP comes in two variants,
parallel and USB. The parallel HASP is larger and blue and the USB is smaller and black or
green. The only difference between them is where they connect to your computer. In this
document and from within EndoSim their function is identical.

Prerequisites
The HASP contains information about what kind of modules and packages you will be able to
use from within EndoSim.. If you decide to purchase additional packages you will then need
to unlock those from
rom within the Teacher part of EndoSim.. In order to do this you will need
the following:
•
•
•

A working installation of EndoSim.
EndoSim
Your HASP connected to the same computer
A license file provided by Surgical Science;
Science this file should be accessible from said
computer.

When you receive your license update file (.lic2 file) either through e-mail
e mail or on a physical
medium such as a USB stick you need to make it available from the computer where you will
update your license. Save the attachment to disk or insert the stick into your computer if you
got your license by mail.
It is very important that the license file you intend to use match the HASP inserted into the
computer. If you get an error message during the upgrading then you might have used the
wrong file for the connected HASP.
If you have any questions contact: support@surgical-science.com
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Step by step
1. Start EndoSim by double clicking on the desktop icon or use the Start menu. Make
sure that you have the HASP connected to your computer.
2. Login as teacher.
3. Select “Licenses…” from the toolbar in the main window of EndoSim (see below).
4. You will be presented with a list of all your licenses. The list contains all installed
modules and what kind of license you have or not.

5. Press the “Update
Update Licenses from File…”” button. This will bring up a file dialog,
browse to where you have saved your license upgrade file (see below).
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6. Select the license file and press “Open”. This will load the file into EndoSim and
upgrade your licenses.
ou that the licenses where upgraded. If you get an error
7. A message box will tell you
message, make sure that you have the correct HASP inserted that matches the file. If
you have further problems please contact: support@surgical-science.com
ce.com for
assistance.
8. The license dialog now reflects the changes made to your licenses.
9. This concludes the upgrade and you can now start to use the new modules.
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Appendix: Server Administration
SQL Server software
EndoSim uses the Microsoft SQL server software to create and store all its data. We use the
Microsoft Express Edition which is a free but limited version of the full product.
Database Administration
The Database Administration tool allows you to add, remove or alter
alter teacher information.
For example if a teacher forgot the password you can use the EndoSim Server Administration
tool to set a new password.
The utility also allows you to backup and restore databases, should your database cease to
work, if important information in the database is accidentally erased or if you simply wish to
move databases to another EndoSim Server.
Starting EndoSim Server Administration
First make sure that the EndoSim system has been installed properly. More information on
installing EndoSim is on the installation USB stick.. After a successful installation of EndoSim
you will have a program group in the Windows start menu called Surgical Science.
Science Select
EndoSim 2014 → Tools → EndoSim Server Administration.. You will be presented with the
following login window.

The EndoSim databases reside on a particular computer on which a database server program
is running. You can connect to this database server on the computer itself or remote
remotely. First
select a server from the server list (press Refresh to fetch the list of database servers on your
network) and then press Connect.
Connect. If you fail to connect, you need to make sure you are
logged in as a Windows user who has access rights to the server.
server. You could also try right
rightclicking on the EndoSim Server Administration icon and choose Run as administrator
administrator.
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Working with the EndoSim Server Administration Application
After you have successfully logged in the main window of the application will appear.
appe

Database Actions
The Refresh button refreshes the list of available databases in the server.
Creating a New EndoSim Database
When you click on the New-button,
button, the following dialog will appear:

The Database name is filled in with a default name. At this point you can set its name to
whatever you like – note however that once you have created the database, the name is
permanent and can never be altered.
altered Click the Create button to create the database on the
server.
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Upgrading a Database
If you are upgrading from an earlier version of EndoSim and already have a database you will
need to upgrade that database to the latest version. This is done by selecting the database
from the list of databases. And press the Upgrade… button.
Backup and Restore
To backup a database, select it and press the Backup…-button.

To restore a database, press the Restore-button.
button. This will bring up the following dialog in
which you are asked to select a backup file to restore.

Press the Browse-button
button to select the backup file.
If the backup file has the same name as an existing database, you will be asked whether you
wish to overwrite the database with the backup file or not.
Advanced Database Actions
Some operations are not performed as often as others these hav
havee been hidden from the
main window in order to reduce the complexity of the interface. Tick the check box Show
Advanced Actions to make them available.
Please note that most functions here are solely intended to be used when you are in contact
with the support
port team from Surgical Science. This section will only explain how to
administrate teachers in the advanced features.
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Manage Teachers
By pressing the button Manage Teachers… you will be able to add, edit and delete existing
teachers in the database you have
ve selected. Alternatively, you can double-click
double click on a
database in the list of databases, which will bring up the following dialog:

Adding a Teacher
By default there is one teacher level account in EndoSim called “teacher” the password for
this account on a new installation is “teacher”. If there are several persons that want to
design courses, create students and groups, it is a good idea to create a separate teacher
account for each person. This is done by
b pressing the New… button located in the lower left
of the dialog. This will bring up a dialog where you can fill in the login name and the details
about the new teacher. See the figure below.

When satisfied with the changes press Ok to add the new teacher.
acher. The new login can now be
used for performing all the teacher tasks.
Editing a Teacher
The Edit-button
button brings up the same dialog as in the add
add-operation.
operation. You can also edit a
teacher by double-clicking
clicking the teacher in the list.
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Don’t forget to notify a teacher if you have changed his/her password.
Deleting a Teacher
Select a teacher from the list and press the Delete… button. If you happen to delete the last
teacher, you will be warned, as at least one teacher must exist.

p that a teacher has created is owned by this teacher. This
Every course, user, and group
means that when deleting a teacher, the ownership of all courses, users and groups must be
transferred to another teacher in the database. Select a teacher from the list to transfer all
ownership.
By checking the box all courses this teacher has created, all courses that were created by
the selected teacher will be deleted. The same applies for the checkboxes all users this
teacher has created and all groups this teacher has created.
created Note that deletion
tion of groups do
not affect the members in them, they will simply be “unsubscribed” from these groups.
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Appendix: License Agreement
END-USER
USER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
EndoSim®
I. IMPORTANT NOTICE
User License Agreement ("Agreement") is a legal agreement between you (either
This End-User
an individual or a single entity) and Surgical Science Sweden AB ("Surgical Science") for
EndoSim® or such upgrade or future versions thereof identified in the Particulars
Particulars or the
License Key Issue Note, which includes computer software and may include associated
media, printed materials, and electronic documentation ("Software").
By installing, copying, or otherwise using the Software, you agree to be bound by the terms
of this Agreement. If you do not agree to the terms of this Agreement, do not install or use
the Software.
II.

GRANT OF LICENSE

Surgical Science hereby grants to you a non-exclusive,
non
non-transferable
transferable license to install and
use one copy of the Software, or any prior version for the same operating system in
accordance with the applicable license type (the type of license in your case can be found in
the order form / invoice as well as in the License Key Issue Note from Surgical Science). The
License herebyy granted is subject to the following conditions.
This product was modified using, and may contain parts of, B-Line
B Line Medical proprietary
software titled Med360TM Simulator Integration SDK, for which a patent is pending.
III.

CONDITIONS

1 Extent of License
1.1 If you have acquired a hardware identity based license you may install and use one copy
of the Software, or any prior version for the same operating system on the single computer
for which the License Key is issued.
1.2 If you have acquired a hardware
ware key ("dongle") based node locked license you may
install and use one copy of the Software, or any prior version for the same operating system
on the single computer to which the Hardware Key, for which the License Key is issued, is
attached. Note that you are not obligated to remove the installed Software from the
computer even if the Hardware Key is removed. However, you are not entitled to use the
Software on that computer unless the Hardware key is reattached.
1.3 If you have acquired a floating license
license you may install one copy of the Software or any
prior version for the same operating system on any number of computers and
simultaneously use no more than the number of Software permitted in the License Key Issue
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Note. The rights of installation and use of Software is restricted to the site defined in the
License Key Issue Note.
1.4 If the Software is labeled as an upgrade, you must be properly licensed to use a product
identified by Surgical Science as being eligible for the upgrade in order to use the Software.
Software labeled as an upgrade replaces and/or supplements the product that formed the
basis for your eligibility for the upgrade. You may use the resulting upgraded product only in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
1.5 You may, however, store a copy of the Software on a storage device, such as a network
server, used only to install the Software on your other computers over an internal network;
however, you must acquire and dedicate a license for each separate computer on which th
the
Software is installed from the storage device.
1.6 This license is personal to you and you shall not assign or transfer any interest in it or
grant any right under it to any third party or seek to exercise this license for the benefit or on
the data of any third party.

2 Confidence of the Software and Copyright
2.1 The Software, all associated documentation, and all copies are secret and confidential to
Surgical Science and shall be retained under the effective control of you during the period of
this Agreement. Disclosures shall be limited to those members of your staff (including
temporary staff) who need access to the Software to enable you to exercise this license. You
shall take all measures necessary to maintain confidence and secrecy in the Software during
the period of this license and after its termination, however such termination may arise.
2.2 All title and copyrights and patents in and to the Software (including but not limited to
any images, photographs, animations, video, audio, music,
music, text, techniques and "applets"
incorporated into the Software), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the
Software are owned by Surgical Science or its suppliers. The Software is protected by
copyright laws and patents laws as well as by international treaty provisions. Therefore, you
must treat the Software like any other copyrighted or patented material. You may not copy
the printed materials accompanying the Software.

3 Ownership of Software
3.1 Subject to the rights granted to you by this Agreement, you acknowledge that all and any
proprietary rights in the software (including but not limited to copyrights, patents, trade
marks and trade secrets) and in all associated documentation and other material related to
the Software in each case now existing or to be developed by Surgical Science or you shall be
remain the sole property of Surgical Science.

4 Support Services
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4.1 Surgical Science may provide you with support services related to the Software ("Support
Services"). Use of Support
pport Services is governed by the Surgical Science policies and programs
described in the user manual, in "online" documentation, and/or in other Surgical Science
Scienceprovided materials. Any supplemental software provided to you as part of the Support
Services shall be considered part of the Software and subject to the terms and conditions of
this Agreement. With respect to technical information you provide to Surgical Science as
part of the Support Services, Surgical Science may use such information for its business
bu
purposes, including for product support and development. Surgical Science will not utilize
such technical information in a form that personally identifies you.

5 Integrity of the Software
5.1 You shall not, directly or indirectly in any form or manner,
manner, copy, distribute, reproduce,
incorporate or allow unauthorized use or access to the Software or modify, decompile,
reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive a source code or similar
information from Software, except as explicitly permitted under this Agreement.
5.2 The Software is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated
for use on more than one computer.
5.3 You shall ensure that all copies of, and extracts from the Software and its associated
documentation
entation made or disclosed by you carry Surgical Science’ copyright notice in the form
shown on the original, or such other copyright notices as Surgical Science may specify from
time to time, and shall ensure that no such notice is deleted.

6 Right of Access
6.1 For the purpose only of verifying your compliance with these conditions, you hereby
irrevocable grants permission for Surgical Science and its authorized representatives during
normal business hours to enter the premises from time to time wholly or partly occupied by
you and in each case there to access, operate, and inspect computer equipment and to
access, inspect and take copies of documents and records (including magnetic and other
media). Surgical Science shall exercise this right only for tthe
he above purpose and shall observe
strict confidence in all information which it obtains as a result of such inspections except to
the extent that disclosure to third parties is necessary for the purposes of protecting Surgical
Science’ rights in the Software.

7 Warranty and Limitation of Liability
7.1 Surgical Science warrants that (i)
(i) the Software will perform substantially in accordance
with the accompanying written materials for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of
receipt, and (ii) any Support Services provided by Surgical Science shall be substantially as
described in applicable
licable written materials provided to you by Surgical Science, and Surgical
Science support engineers will make commercially reasonable efforts to solve any problem
issues. Some jurisdictions do not allow limitations on duration of an implied warranty, so the
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above limitation may not apply to you. To the extent allowed by applicable law, implied
warranties on the Software, if any, are limited to ninety (90) days.
The above said warranty is void if failure of the Software has resulted from accident, abuse,
or misapplication. Any replacement Software will be warranted for the remainder of the
original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer. Neither these remedies nor
any Support Services offered by Surgical Science are available without proof
proof of purchase
from an authorized source.
7.2 To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Surgical Science and its suppliers
disclaim all other warranties and conditions, either express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose, title, and non-infringement,
non infringement,
with regard to the Software, and the provision of or failure to provide Support Services.
7.3 To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall Surgical Science or
its suppliers
uppliers be liable for any special, incidental, indirect, or consequential damages
whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business
interruption or loss of business information) arising out of the use of or inability
inability to use the
Software or the provision of or failure to provide Support Services. However, if you have
entered into a Surgical Science Support Services agreement, Surgical Science’ entire liability
regarding Support Services shall be governed by the terms of that agreement.
7.4 Surgical Science’ entire liability under any provision of this Agreement and your exclusive
remedy shall be, at Surgical Science’ sole discretion to, either (i) return of the amount
actually paid by you for the Software, if any, or (ii) repair or replacement of the Software
that does not meet Surgical Science’ warranty and which is returned to Surgical Science with
a copy of your receipt.

8 Termination
8.1 If this license is a Trial license, you shall be entitled to return the Software to Surgical
Science on or before Trial Expiry Date specified in the License Key Issue Note and in that
event, this Agreement shall then terminate. Unless otherwise agreed under special
conditions, no license fee or other charges shall be payable by
by you in respect of the trial.
8.2 Unless terminated pursuant to 8.3 below this Agreement shall continue until the expiry
date, if any, specified in the Particulars or the License Key Issue Note.
8.3 This Agreement may be terminated by Surgical Science at any time by written notice of
termination:
8.3.1 if you shall expressly or impliedly repudiate this license by refusing or threatening to
refuse to observe any of the conditions to which this license is subject; or
8.3.2 if you shall fail to make payment
payment of any amount due to and invoiced by Surgical Science
or to observe any of the conditions to which this license is subject and, after your attention
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has been drawn by notice to such failure, shall fail to remedy the matter to Surgical Science's
reasonable
ble satisfaction within thirty days of the giving or such notice; or
8.3.3 if you shall have a receiver or administrative receiver or administrator appointed or
shall enter into liquidation whether compulsory or voluntary or if you or any member of you
partnership
rtnership shall be unable to pay its debts as and when they fall due or any judgment or
execution or other process issued in respect of any judgment against you is unsatisfied for
fourteen days.
8.4 On expiry, surrender or other termination of this Agreement, however such termination
may arise, you shall cease to load, store, copy or use the Software, shall delete the Software
from the any computers on which the Software is installed or copied and at Surgical
Science's option shall either surrender the
the Software and all documentation and other related
materials to Surgical Science or shall destroy the Software with all documentation and other
related materials and deliver to Surgical Science a certificate of comprehensive destruction.
You shall continuee after termination to observe and enforce confidence and secrecy in
respect of the Software and its documentation and related materials for the benefit of
Surgical Science, and however termination may occur it shall not prejudice any right of
action or remedy
medy which may have accrued prior to termination.

9 Miscellaneous
9.1 This Agreement is governed by Swedish law and any disputes arising out of or in
connection to this Agreement shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Swedish
courts
9.2 The headings to these Conditions are included for convenience only and do not affect
their interpretation.
9.3 Should you have any questions concerning this Agreement, or if you desire to contact
Surgical Science for any reason, please contact Surgical
Sur
Science (write or e-mail)
mail) : Surgical
Science Sweden AB,Lilla
,Lilla Bommen 4B, SE
SE-411
411 04 Göteborg Sweden, [info@surgical
[info@surgicalscience.com].
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